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Does there need to be virus protection on the computer issued to my student?
a. No, the computer has it built in with the Google Interface. The computers are
protected! They will be automatically updated.
Who do we contact to find out student passwords?
a. Please contact your student’s Prime Time teacher, Mrs. Bornhoft or the office.
Can students get on Facebook at home?
a. Facebook is blocked at school and students will not be able to access it due to the
internet filter at school. Home internet does not have the same filter so students will be
able to access anything at home. We ask parents to help monitor their children when
they are not at school.
Can apps be downloaded?
a. Yes apps may be downloaded through the Google Store. The student and parents are
responsible for any charges that may occur. There are also free apps that can be
downloaded.
Are parents responsible if the battery, processor, or any “inner” parts of the computer if they go
bad?
a. No. If it is a computer malfunction, the school will evaluate the computer and replace
parts if needed. If the school finds something has gone bad because of misuse or
mistreatment of the device, the parent will be responsible for damages.
How much memory do the computers have?
a. There is no need for memory since all of the student’s files will be stored on the cloud
and accessible from any internet ready computer.
Will students be allowed to have computers in the locker rooms and during activities?
a. No. When attending PE they will store their computer in a room next to the gym. The
PE teachers will monitor those computers during PE times.
b. During after school activities (sports), student will leave their computers in their
academic lockers and will be supervised by a coach after practice to return and pick up
their computer.
c. No computers will be allowed to travel to away events. Students will be allowed to
return to their lockers when the bus returns. Parents who live out of town may pick up
their child’s computer in the office before the event if a student is not riding the bus
home. Computers will only be given to a parent, no siblings may pick up the computers.

